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I-low do earthquakes and volcanic eruptions take place? What causes
tsunamis? How are mojmtains and canyons formed? All of these
questions, and many more, can be answered by studying geography.

I. archipelago (ar’ka-pl’-go’) ,ioun from Italian arcipelage, “a sea
of islands”
A large group of islands, or a sea containing a large number of islands
• The Philippines archipelago consists of more than 7,000 islands in

the Pacific Ocean.

2. chasm (kãzam) noun from Greek khasnza, “a gash”
A deep divide or rift
• Over time, the river created a deep chasm in the stone.

3. latitude (Iát’f-t&jd’) tlou?i from Latin latitude, “‘idth or breadth”
a. The distance north or south of the equator, measured in degrees

• Lines going horizontally around a globe mark latitude.
b. Freedom from limits or rules

• He gave his children greater latitude to run around on the farm
than he gave them in the city.

latitudinal adjective The latitudinal position of the island is 10° N.

4. longitude (Iön’ji-t&Od’) noun from Latin longitude, “length”
The distance east or west of the prime meridian, measured in degrees
• The map lines that show longitude run north to south.
longitudinal adjective The longitudinal position of the island
is 380 B.

5. meridian (rna-rid’e-an) noun from Latin meridies, “midday”
The lines on maps or globes that pass through the North and
South Poles
• The prime meridian, or O longitude, is an imaginary line that passes

through Greenwich, England.

6. panorama (pán’a-ràm’a) noun from Latin pan-, “all”
+ horarna, “sight”
A broad view spanning a large area
• From the mountaintop, we viewed a panorama of snow-capped

peaks, deep valleys, and icy rivers.
panoramic adjective The professor had panoramic knowledge of
Canadian history and could present a wide array of information to
his classes.

archipelago
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7. peninsula (pa-nin’sa-Ia) noun from Latin paene, “almost”
+ insula, “island”
A piece of land that projects into a body of water
• When most Americans are asked to name a peninsula, they usually

come up with Florida.

peninsular adjective The geologist studied the peninsular landform.

8. precipice (près’a.pis) noun from Latin praeceps, ‘headlong”
A steep cliff or overhang
• A sturdy guardrail at the edge of the precipice protected tourists

who were taking pictures.

precipitous adjective Very steep
• We walked slowly and carefully down the precipitous path.

9. terrestrial (ta.rèstrë-al) adjective from Latin terra, “earth”
Of the earth or land
• A tortoise is a terrestrial turtle.

10. topography (ta-pogra.fe) liQu?? from Greek topos, “place”
+ -grapliyc “write”
The physical features of a region, including mountains, plains,
and rivers

As he was familiar with the topography of the islands, the captain
could see that we were approaching Borneo.

topographical adjective A topographical map would have been useful
to the climbers.

On the answer line, write the letter of the answer that best completes
each analogy. Refer to Lessons 27—29 if you need help with any of the
lesson words.

1. Skyscraper is to edifice as
a. hot is to ice C. good is to evil
h. water is to plumbing d. expressway is to road

2. Potter is to clay as
a. mason is to stone C. map is to topography
iL latitude is to longitude d. precipice is to cliff

3. Terrestrial is to land as
a. bird is to sky C. revoke is to license
b. aquatic is to water d. panorarTia is to mountain

_______

4. Island is to archipelago as .

a. vocation is to job C. goose is to flock
b. rain is to cloud d. clamor is to noise
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NAME

_____________________________ ________________

DATE

Write the correct word in the space next to each definition.

_______________

1. freedom from rules 6. a broad view

_________________

2. the distance east or west from

__________________

7. an imaginary north-south line
the prime meridian on a globe

______________

3. a group of islands

_________________

8. a deep rift or divide

________________

4. of the earth 9. a steep cliff

___________________

5. land almost totally

_____________________

10. physical features of a region
surrounded by water

Write the letter for the word that best completes each sentence.

_______

1.

________

are often formed by volcanic eruptions that create lots of new islands.
a. Archipelagos b. Meridians C. Latitudes d. Panoramas

2. People with a fear of heights should avoid standing near the
a. archipelago b. meridian c. peninsula ci. precipice

3. As the family drove through Manitoba, they noticed that the was
very flat.
a. chasm b. longitude C. topography ci. latitude

4. You can calculate how far east or vest a place is if you understand
a. panorama b. latitude C. longitude ci. topography

5.

_______

tells you the distance between any point on the globe and the equator.
a. Longitude b. Latitude C. A meridian ci. A precipice

_____

6. Korea is surrounded by water on three sides; it is a well-known
a. meridian b. archipelago c. precipice d. peninsula

______

7. upheavals, such as earthquakes, can endanger people.
a. Terrestrial b. Peninsular C. Chasm d. Meridian

_______

8. From the hills of Los Angeles, one can see a spectacular that includes
the coast and the downtown area.
a. topography b. peninsula C. panorama d. precipice

______

9. We got dizzy when we peered into the deep
a. chasm b. peninsula c. meridian ci. archipelago

_______

10. Although a is an imaginary line, navigators use it to determine location.
a. meridian b. precipice C. panorama d. chasm

Challenge: The of the islands in the included hilly, volcanic rock
formations.
a. chasm.. meridian b. panorama.. .precipice C. topography.. .arthipelago
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The ancient Greeks were fascinated by the study of

our wor]d. (1) Anxious to learn as much as they
could about geography, they continually pushed their

explorers to make the long, dangerous voyages beyond

the archipelago of their home. They ventured into the

Mediterranean Sea and also along the eastern shores of

the Atlantic Ocean.
Today, we can learn the outlines of these places in a

matter of moments. (2) Satellites transmit photographs

of the earth’s broadest seas, highest peaks, and deepest

chasms to people all over the world.
(3) With computers and satellite technology,

geographers can pinpoint the exact latitude of any
feature of the earth, just by inputting a few pieces of

data. (4) They can also determine the longitudinal -

position of any geographical feature. (5) They do
this by noting the location east or west of the prime

nienthan.

NASA, or the National Air and Space Administration,

has created satellites that orbit the earth from 180 to

22,000 miles above sea level. This system of satellites

is called the Earth Observing System, or EQS.
(6) Launched in 1999, this small group of satellites

conLinuously scans and observes the earth, tracking

weather patterns, measuring pollution levels, and

generating topographical maps. EQS also aids in forest

fire detection, storm prediction, and the study of the

ozone layer. EQS offers scientists an ability to understand

our planet in a way that has never been possible before.

(7) Information on terrestrial features is not the

only thing that scientists get from EQS data. Yes,

researchers can view things such as the activity of
volcanoes. But they can also track the movement

of hurricanes and measure the quality of air.

Additionally, they can monitor the ways humaus affect

the environment. This knowledge, integrating earth

science, oceanography, atmospheric science, and biology,

will ultimately benefit all humankind. This integrated

approach is now known as Earth System Science. And

EQS is key to giving us information we need to continue

discovering and protecting our planet.
Satellite images of the earth are available to anyone

with Internet access. (8) You can view the Florida
pcnmsula, from which many satellites are launched.
(9) Or you can pinpoint the locations—and even

measure the altitudes—of the precipices of Nova Scotia’s

sea cliffs. (10) You can even take in panoramic views

of the earth’s surface as seen from space. Check out

Ii ttp:I/enrthobserm’atorynasa.gov to see for yourselfi

Each sentence below refers to a numbered sentence in the passage. Write the letter of

the choice that gives the sentence a meaning that is closest to the original sentence.

1. They continually pushed their explorers to make the long, dangerous voyages

beyond the

______

of their home.
a. group of islands b. steep cliffs C. deep divide

_______

2. Satellites transmit photographs of the earth’s broadest seas, highest peaks, and

deepest to people all over the world.
a. rifts b. peaks c. broad views

________

3. Geographers can pinpoint the exact

______

of any feature of the earth, just by

inputting a few pieces of data.
a. width b. height c. wind direction

_____

4. They can also determine the -
position of any geographical feature.

a. north or south b. group of islands c. broad

d. enclosed lands

d. oceans

d. distance from equator

ci. east or west

Geography
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NAME

________________________________
_________

DATE —

______

5. They do this by noting the location east or west of the prime
a. equator 13. imaginary map C. deep divide d. line through the poles

_______

B. Launched in 1999, this small group of satellites continuously scans and observes
the earth, tracking weather patterns, measuring pollution levels, and generating
— maps.
a. weather 13. physical-feature C. earthly river d. satellite

________

7. Information on features is not the only thing that scientists get from
EQS data.
a. aquatic b. volcanic C. land d. sea

_______

8. You can view the Florida
a. valley b. plateau C. land below a cliff d. strip of land

9. You can pinpoint the locations—and even measure the altitudes—of the
of Nova Scotia’s sea cliffs.

a. steep overhangs b. group of islands C. volcanoes d. deep valleys

10. You can even take in views of the earth’s surface as seen from space.
a. detailed b. broad C. geographical d. relaxed

Indicate whether the statements below are TRUE or FALSE according to the passage.

1. The ancient Greeks used the tools they had available to them to understand
geography.

______

2. NASA launched EQS to help humans better understand our planet.

_______

3. EQS can be visited by tourists easily.

Suppose you were asked to defend the Earth Observing System from
budget cuts that would discontinue the project. Write a persuasive
essay explaining why the project is needed, Or, if you prefer, write an
essay supporting the budget cuts. Whichever position you take, give
at least two reasons that support it. Your essay should be at least three
paragraphs long. Use at least three lesson words in your essay and
underline them.

Complete the sentence by writing the correct form of the word shown in
parentheses. You may not need to change the form that is given.

___________________

1. navigation involves the use of a map and a compass. (terrestrial)

_______ _______

2. The position of the lighthouse is 14° E. (longitude)

— 3. The

______

form of the jetty protects the harbor from high seas and rough
weather. (peninsula)
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The book provides a history of the sports and games people have played
since the earliest recorded times. (pa7loranw)

5. One of the largest in the solar system can be found on Mars. (chasm)

6. The geologists checked the map to determine the shape of the mesa.
(topography)

7.Mr. Valdez asked the class Co find the coordinates of Miami and
Minneapolis. (latitude)

S. The new skier found herself at the top of a expert slope. (precipice)

9. On the globe that he made, Mikios plotted several

________

. (meridian)

10. rndri is the largest in the world. (archipelago)

FIND THE XMPLI.

Choose the answer that best describes the action or situation.

________

1. Where you might see a meridian
a. near the equator b. in England C. on a globe on the ground

2. All lines of latitude can be described this way
a. run north to south b. visible from space c. near the equator cI. parallel to the equator

3. A terrestrial mammal
a. whale b. bear C. goose d. dolphin

4. The topography of Antarctica
a. snowy plains b. flat desert c. cold climate d. tree-covered mountains

5. An example ofapeni1lsula
a. Colorado b. Florida C. California d. Montana

_______

6. A place an archipelago can be found
a. in an ocean b. in a desert c. on a mountain d. on farmland

7. Place from which it would be easiest to view a panorama
a. inside a closet b. a small window C. the top of a hill d. a basement

________

8. All lines of longitude can be described this way
a. run north to south b. touch England C. visible from space d. parallel to the equator

9. Something a person watching someone at the edge of a precipice would be most
likely to say
a. Look up there! b. Stand back! C. It’s so funny! d. It might erupt!

10. Something that is lllely to cause a chasm in a relationship 8.
a. lack of trust b. true love C. geography books d. shared values

C Geography



t Uniti j çNonfiction

Crab Hazards

When a golfer plays any golf course, he or she expects the course to be peppered with
hazards like sand traps, woods, and ponds of water. There is one particular golf course,
though, where along with these stationary hazards, the player must expect to contend with
hundreds of moving hazards. The golf course is located on Christmas Island. Christmas
Island is an external territory of Australia located in the Indian Ocean. The moving hazards
are bright red, four-and-one-half-inch (11.4 cm) crabs.

Over 150 million of these brightly colored crabs inhabit the island’s rainforests. Every year,
starting around November, the crustaceans migrate. They exit the rainforest and make their
way to the ocean to mate: The males return to the rainforest after mating. The females
return about two weeks later after spawning up to 100,000 eggs.

The golf course on Christmas Island is
located in the crabs’ migration route. During
migration season, the course is peppered
with hundreds of the moving crustaceans.
The rules ot the Christmas Island Golf Club
state that all players must treat the crabs as
they would any other hazard. They cannot
move them, and they must play around
them. If a roving crustacean happens to
knock a ball while it is on the green, tipping
it into a hole, the ball is considered “in.”

Just as the golfers must contend with a
moving hazard, so must the crabs. As the
island has developed, roads have been
constructed that run through the crabs’
migration route. Unfortunately, up to two
million crabs are killed by passing vehicles
every year. Residents of Christmas Island
are trying to reduce the number by puffing
up “Crab Crossing” signs and closing
certain roads during migration season.

4 a,”

#2918 Pa/rca’ Passages 8 ©Teacher Created Resources, Inc.



* t:unjti 3 Fiction

When Sandals Are Not Fine

Sebastian stepped off the tiny charter plane that had brought him to Christmas Island and
felt the warm air waif over his skin. “My first trip south of the equator!’ he thought to himself
excitedly. “The seasons are opposite, so instead of November being a late-fall month like it
is north of the equator, it’s a late-spring month! I can practice my golf swing while people
back home are raking leaves and beginning to bring out their winter jackets!”

That very afternoon, after quickly unpacking his duffel bag, Sebastian told his friend Indra
that they should head to the golf course. “I don’t mean to sound arrogant,” Sebastian
warned Indra, “but I’m an experienced golfer used to playing around difficult hazards.
There’s nothing here that I haven’t seen before, so you shouldn’t harbor any high
expectations about beating me.”

Indra laughed and said, “Sebastian, you’re as competitive and arrogant as you’ve always
been! Yes, let’s play golf. But you should really change out of your sandals, because
they’re not appropriate.”

Sebastian snorted and replied, “lndra, we’re on a tiny speck of land in the middle of the
Indian Ocean. It’s not like we’re playing in a high-scale world competition where we have to
adhere to a dress code. I’m not changing for this easy, low-class course.”

India said, “Sebastian, listen to me, you really need to change into covered shoes
because—”

“Don’t be ridiculous,” Sebastian said, cutting Indra off in mid-sentence. “I’m on vacation,
and sandals are fine, so promise me you won’t say another word until after the game.”

Shrugging, Indra nodded in agreement. Once at the golf course, Indra kept his promise and
didn’t utter a word, even as Sebastian yelped and danced in fear as bright red crustaceans
crawled toward his uncovered and unprotected toes.

©Toacher Created Resources, Inc. 9 #29 18 Paired Passages



Unit I Questions -

Show What You Know
The following are questions based on the passages “Crab Hazards” and “When Sandals
Are Not Fine.” If needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. If a golfer on Christmas Island does not hit a ball in a hole but the ball is “in’ it is
most likely

® June.

© August.

© September.

© November.

2. Indra did not make a Sound as the crustaceans crawled toward Sebastian
because he

was not arrogant.

© had told Sebastian not to wear sandals.

© had promised Sebastian he would not say a word.

© knew that Sebastian was used to all types of hazards.

3. What did you read about in both stories?

® protecting crabs

© golf dress codes

© crab expectations

© golf-course hazards

4. From the stories, one can tell that most likely members of the Christmas Island
Golf Club were

® better golf players than Sebastian.

© more practiced golf players than Sebastian.

© more familiar with some hazards than Sebastian.

© not as willing to adhere to a dress code as Sebastian.

5. Sebastian might have been more comfortable wearing sandals at the golf course it

® he had visited Christmas Island in January.

© the dress code had been ditterent.

© lndra had told him about the crabs.

© he had seen the ‘Crab Crossing” signs.

#29 18 Paired Passages 10 ©Teachcr Created Resources, Inc.



Unit I Questions
——I

Show What You Know (cont.)

6. Contrast the moving hazards on Christmas Island.

For People J For Crabs

Hazard

How dealt with

7 Fill in the chart with the names of the correct seasons.

Begin Date March 21 June21 Sept21 Dec.21

Northof
the equator

South of
the equator

Write three or four sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “Crab Hazards”

9. “When Sandals Are Not Fine”

10. Imagine you are competing in a match at the Christmas Island Golf Club. You lose
only because the person you are playing against has a ball knocked into a hole
by a crab. Describe how you might feel about the fairness of the match. Include
some facts about Christmas island and the crustaceans found on it in your
answer. (Use a separate piece of paper Your writing shou!d be a few paragraphs
long.)

©Teacher Created Resources, Inc. 11 #29 18 Paired Passages



Unit 2 Nonfiction

The Most Daring Move

What was called the most daring move ever seen on track” occurred on August 4, 1936,
in Berlin, Germany. The ‘move” was performed by John Woodruff, a black American
competitor, in the middle of the 800-meter running race at the 1936 Olympic Games. Young
and inexperienced, Woodruff was only a 21-year-old college freshman when he earned his
spot on the United States Olympic team.

At the start of the race, the 6-foot 3-inch (2 m) tall
Woodruff became trapped, boxed in by the more
experienced runners. All the spectators assumed
Woodruff would lose. He was surrounded, and
if he broke between the two leaders, he would
be disqualified with a foul. Woodruff may have
been an inexperienced novice, but he was a quick
thinker. He made a decision, and as the crowd
gasped in disbelief, he acted on it.

Woodruff came to a complete stop. After waiting
until all the other runners in the pack had passed
him, he quickly moved to an outside lane. Once
alone and in the outer lane, Woodruff charged for
the winner’s tape that stretched across the finish
line. As the roars of the astonished crowd filled the
stadium, Woodruff extended his stride so that it
measured nearly 10 feet (3 m), and with a burst of
speed he took the lead. Woodruff was victorious,
with a winning time of 1 minute, 52.9 seconds.

Woodruff’s gold medal win went down in history
because of his daring move, but it was also
significant for another reason. At that time, Adolf
Hitler, Germany’s leader, was pushing his “master
race” agenda. Though U.S. leaders considered
boycotting the games to show that they thought
this was wrong, the United States was racially
segregated. Woodruff’s gold medal, as well as
the gold medals won by his fellow black teammate
Jesse Owens, showed those with prejudice that
ability and superiority have nothing to do with skin color.

a

#29 18 Paired Passages 12 ©Teacher Created Resources, The.



-Unit 2 Fctrnn

______

What It Takes to Win

The roar of the spectators filled the stadium, but Benjamin was oblivious to the sound. He
heard nothing but the pounding of his own heart. An experienced and professional runner,
Benjamin had been training for years. Now, at the age of 25, Benjamin was sure that his
dedication would pay off and all of his training would lead him to victory. Yes, in just a few
minutes, as soon as the starting gun was fired, Benjamin would finish the 800-meter run in
record time and stand on the winner’s podium to accept his Olympic gold medal.

When the starting gun was fired, Benjamin’s body sprang to action with the suddeness of
a well-oiled steel spring. He ran with the speed and muscled grace of a cheetah dosing in
on its prey. Confident of his form, he moved to the inner lane and picked up his speed. At
the half-lap mark, Benjamin lengthened his stride and prepared to take the lead. Yes, as his
powerful legs and arms moved in a fluid motion, Benjamin remained confident that he had
the strength, endurance, and speed to win.

No, Benjamin did not move to the front of the pack. Instead, he began to panic as he
realized that he was trapped. Somehow, Benjamin had gotten boxed in. Breaking between
the two runners in front of him would get Benjamin disqualified on a foul, and there was no
way around the runners next to him who were waiting for an opportunity to edge up on the
pack and overtake the lead, too.

Understanding too well the seriousness of his predicament, Benjamin concluded that
he had lost the gold. A professional to the core, Benjamin concentrated on what was
obtainable: a third place finish and a bronze medal.

©Toacher Created Resources, Inc. 13 #218 Paired Passages



Unit?

Show What You Know
The following are questions based on the passages “The Most Daring Move” and “What It

Takes to Win.” If needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. One could say that when Woodruff made his move, it was like giving the other
runners

® afoul.

© an affront.

© a head start.

© a spot in an outer lane.

2. Benjamin concluded that he had lost the gold because he did not think

® he had trained enough.

© he could lengthen his stride.

© he was as fast as the two leaders.

© he could escape from being boxed in.

3. What do both stories have in common?

0 daring runners

® Olympic runners

© disqualified runners

© inexperienced runners

4. From the stories, one can tell that

runners can be disqualified.

© only daring runners win gold medals.

© runners always want the inside lane.

© older runners have an edge over younger runners.

5. The word “novice”from the story “The Most Daring Move” is the opposite of what
word from the story “What It Takes to Win?”

® winner

© oblivious

© spectator

© experienced

#29 18 Paired Passages 14 ©Teacher Created Resources, Inc.



Unit 2 j ,,_,stions

Show What You Know(COflt.)
6. Tell what the numbers mentioned in the story “The Most Daring Move” refer to.

4
1936

21

63
10
1:52.9

Z For each paragraph in the story “What It Takes to Win” write down if you think the
author expected you to believe Benjamin would win a gold medal. Write down a
phrase or part of a sentence from the paragraph that supports your answer.

Paragraph 1 Paragraph 2 Paragraph 3 Paragraph 4

.

--

I
-

I
Write three or four sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “The Most Daring Move”

9. “What It Takes to Win”

-

10. Think about a time when you did something unexpected and daring. (Your daring
move could be about sports, food, dress, society, or anything else you can think
of.) Describe what you did, how people reacted, and what happened because
of your daring move. (Use a separate piece of paper Your writing should be a few
paragraphs long.)

©Teacher Created Resources, Inc. 15 #2918 Paired Passages



Unit5 j Nonfictidn

When a Hair Is Big

Nanotechnology is a new scientific field. It is a field that deals with the ultra-small. New
things are created by moving individual atoms and molecules around. When something is
manufactured with nanotechnology, it is not made from already existing materials such as
wood, stone, cotton, metal, leather, or even plastic. When something is manufactured using
nariotechnology, the new item or material is built atom by atom, molecule by molecule.

In nanotechnology, scientists use the nanoscale. The unit of measurement in the nanoscale
is a nanometer. A nanometer (nm) is 1 billionth of a meter. To get an idea of how small a
nanometer is, look at one of your hairs. Most likely, your strand of hair doesn’t seem that
thick. On the nanoscale, a hair is quite big. How large is it? It is 40,000 nanometers thick!
Even a red blood cell is quite big on the nanoscale. How large is it? It measures 7,500
nanometers across!

Until recently, it was thought impossible that people could control how atoms and molecules
are put together. The idea of making an object from the ground up was only a topic for
science fiction. One reason the field became possible was the development of new

microscopes. The microscopes were very powerful, and they were
equipped with finely tipped probes. The microscopes made it possible
for scientists to move around atoms and deal with structures, devices,
and systems 1 to 100 nanometers in size.

First coined in 1974, nanc’technology is a new term, but its prefix
has very old roots. Today, the prefix nano means “1 billionth of

something.” It is also used in front of structures or devices
small enough to be measured

on the nanoscalo, such
as a nanoparticle. This

prefix’s origin comes
from the Greek

nanos, which
means “dwarf.”

#2918 Paired Passages 24 ©Teacher Created Resources, Inc.



‘Unit 5 Fiction

Out of the Dark Ages —

Dr. Leonardo looked up from the chart of the patient sitting nervously in front of her. ‘the
results of the body scans are in,” she said, “and you have a cranial blood clot that is
affecting the blood supply to your brain”

The patient, already pale, grew noticeably more ashen. “Doctor,” he said, his voice
trembling, “this doesn’t sound good.”

Picking up a syringe, Dr. Leonardo walked over to her patient and said, “You’ll begin to suffer
extreme and irreversible brain damage if the cranial clot isn’t dissolved immediately. That’s
why it’s imperative that we begin treatment now. This is going to sting a bit, but just lie back
and try and relax.”

“What’s the injection for?” asked the patient. “Is it to put me to sleep so you can operate?”

“Operate?” laughed Dr. Leonardo as she carefully injected the contents of the syringe
into the patient’s right arm. “The time for that is past. I’m injecting a nanoscale robot, or
nanobot, into your vein. The nanobot is
an advanced nanomachine that will travel
through your bloodstream, hitching a ride on
a red blood cell and directing it to the blood
clot in your cranium. Once the nanobot
hits the obstruction, it will dissolve the clot
and continue its ride through the circulatory
system while it breaks down and is absorbed
by the body”

“But what if before it is absorbed the nanobot
mistakenly thinks a vital part of my body is
an obstruction and dissolves it?” asked the
patient nervously.

“Don’t worry,” laughed Dr. Leonardo. ‘the
nanobot has been precisely manufactured,
atom by atom. It can only react to a cranial
blood clot. What time do you think this is,
the Dark Ages, when primitive surgeons put
people to steep and used sharp scalpels to
make incisions like in the year 2010?”

©Teacher Created Resources, Inc. 25 #29 18 Paired Passages



Unit 5 Questions

Show What You Know
The following are questions based on the passages “When a Hair Is Big” and “Out of the

Dark Ages.” If needed you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. Ananosecondis

0 1 billion seconds.

® 100 billion seconds.

1 billionth of a second.

© 100 billionths of a second.

2. When something is imperative,

® it must be done.

© it is irreversible.

© it can be dissolved.

© it is part of the cranium.

3. What do both stories have in common?

(A3 They both explain the nanoscale.

© They both deal with nanotechnology.

© They both explain what nanobots are.

© They both deal with manufacturing atoms.

4. From the stories, one can tell that the powerful microscopes that helped the field
ot nanotechnology develop may one day

® be equipped with nanobots.

© be thought of as primitive.

© be used to dissolve blood clots.

© be manufactured with nanotechnology.

5. “Out of the Dark Ages” could be considered a science fiction story because it
deals with

® the ultra-small.

© a new scientific field.

© a device not yet possible.

© dissolving something atom by atom.
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Unit 5 Questions

Show What You Know(COflt.)
6. List three bits of information about the prefix nano.

a.

b.

C.

7 Mark on the patient the possible locations of
the blood clot and injection site.

Write three or four sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “When a Hair Is Big”

9. “Out of the Dark Ages”

10. Think of something that we use today that was once considered to be impossible
or science fiction. Describe the device and how it has changed how we do things.
Possible writing topics are telephones, cars, airplanes, rockets, refrigerators, air
conditioners, computers, e-mail, television, microwave ovens, x-rays, etc. (Use a

separate piece of paper Your writing should be a few paragraphs long.)
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Science and technology play a critical role in humans’ health, standard of
living, and lifespan. The words in this lesson can help you communicate

- about some of the amazing discoveries and developments that have
lengthened our lives and made living easier.

1. alloy (àl’oV) noun from Latin alligare, “to bind to”
A metal formed by combining one metal with another metal
or element
• Steel, an alloy, is often made by combining iron with carbon.

2. buoyancy (boi’an-së) noun from
Spanish boyante, “to float”
a. The ability to rise or float

• The buoyancy of the waterproof
camera brought it back to
the surface.

b. The ability to recover quickly from
buoyancybad events; resiliency

• Finn’s buoyancy enabled him to recover quickly from the
disappointment of not making the team.

buoyant adjective Boats are buoyant and can float on the surface
of water.

3. celestial (sa-lés’chal) adjective from Latin cacluni, “sky”
Heavenly; related to the heavens or the sky
• An appearance of the Northern Lights is often preceded by a

shimmering celestial glow near the horizon.

4. coagulate (kO-àg’ya-laU) verb from Latin coin-, “together”
+ agere, “to bring”
To clot; to change from a liquid into a solid
• Jake watched the scrambled eggs slowly coagulate in the hot

frying pan.

5. combustible (kam-büs’ta-bal) adjective from Latin conibustus,
“consumed by fire”
a. Able to catch fire easily

• Combustible fumes rise from the open tank when a car is being
filled with gas.

b. Emotionally excitable
• Great-Aunt Seely had a hard time controlling her combustible
personality.

combustion noun The combustion of the gasoline-soaked rags
damaged the garage.
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6. conflagration (kón’fla-gra’shan) noun from Latin conflagrare,
“to burn up”
Immense and destructive fire
• In the strong winds, the grass fire became a conflagration,

• consuming everything in its path.

7. dissection (di-sèk’shan, di-skshan) noun from Latin dis-,
“apart” ± secare, “to cut”
The cutting apart for analysis
• The marine lab received thirty of the jellyfish specimens for

dissection.

dissect verb The debate teams will dissect each other’s arguments.

8. distill (di-stil) verb from Latin cfe-, ‘from” + stillare, “to drip”
To purify a liquid by turning it to steam, then cooling it to a
liquid again
• The scientist distilled the water so that it would be pure enough to

use for her experiment.

distillation noun Salt water can be made drinkable through a process
of distillation.

9. meteorology (më’t-a-rol.je) adjective from Greek iizcteros, “high
in the air”+ -logy, “study of”
The science dealing with the weather and atmospheric conditions
• The Australian Bureau of Meteorology observes the stFength of the

global wind called El Nino.

meteorologist noun Modern meteorologists use technology to give
the most accurate weather forecasts possible.

meteorological adjective Today’s meteorological conditions make
rainfall likely.

10. saturate (sách’a.raV) yen from Latin saturare, “to flu”
To soak, flood, or fill thoroughly
• Water from the spill soon saturated the sponge.

saturation noun When warm, moist air cools to its saturation point,
water vapor condenses into water droplets, forming clouds.

I

All filled up
The word saturate comes from the Latin verb saturare, “to fill.” Satisfied

and sated, or “being full of food,” also contain this root.
The word asset comes from this root, too. An asset can be “a useful or

valuable quality of a person”; it can also mean “a property or thing that one
owns7 At one time, asset meant “enough goods so that a person who died
could have debts paid off.” The French word assez, or “enough:’ is also
related to the word saturate.
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NAME DATE

Write the correct word in the space next to each definition.

______________

1. to purify a liquid

___________________

2. cutting apart

_________________

3. a substance made by
combining two metals

4. ability to float

___________________

5. relating to the heavens or
the sky

S
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6. easily excited

7. to completely soak

8. the science of atmospheric
conditions

9. a huge, destructive fire

10. to change from liquid to solid

Write the letter for the word that best completes each sentence.

________

1. Jared

________

the water he uses for his freshwater aquarium.
a. saturates b. dissects c. coagulates d. distills

________

2. During the — , many homes were completely destroyed.
a. buoyancy b. conflagration c. coagulation d. dissection

________

3. If

______

materials collect in a storage area, they may cause a fire.
a. combustible b. celestial c. coagulated d. saturated

— 4. The sauce has to be stirred constantly so that it will not

_________

a. coagulate b. dissect c. saturate d. alloy

_______

5. The

_______

of the raft helped it bounce over the swirling rapids.
a. alloy b. conflagration v. buoyancy d. meteorology

_________

6. Jean studied

_________

so that she could give accurate weather reports.
a. alloys b. dissection c. conflagration d. meteorology

_______

7. The mixture of metals in this

________

causes allergic reactions in many people.
a. buoyancy b. alloy c. combustion d. meteorology

_______

8. Noel was interested in shooting stars, comets, and other

_______

phenomena.
a. celestial b. buoyant c. saturated d. coagulated

_______

9. Rain had

_______

Zara’s garden, drowning all her seedlings.
a. alloyed b. combusted c. coagulated ci. saturated

________

10. His

________

of every comment the teacher made was getting annoying.
a. coagulation b. saturation c. dissection d. conflagration

Challenge: The presence of

_______

materials in the woodpile was what started the

________

a. celestial.. .dissection b. buoyant.. coagulation c. combustible.. .conflagration

Lesson 30



Witness to Pompeii
On August 24 in the year AD 79, seventeen-year-old Pliny
the Younger was relaxing with relatives in the town of
Misenium, on Italy’s west coast. Suddenly, his mother
noticed a horrible black cloud across the Bay of Naples,
rising like a column over Pompeii. Realizing that Mount
Vesuvius had erupted, Pliny’s uncle, Pliny the Elder, set
sail to help in this disaster. He tried to reach the city of
Pompeii but couldn’t land there. (1) Hot, thick ashes
and large chunks of coagulated lava blocked the harbor.

Meanwhile, the column of black ash continued to
rise to an estimated height of 66,000 feet! The column
became a “mushroom cloud,” which fell like rain to the
earth. A huge river of melted rock poured over Pompeii,
turning much of the city to stone. Those who escaped
the lava flow were trapped by burning ashes and chunks
of rock that rained down on the city. (2) Anything
combustible immediately went up in flames. (3) People
ran around wildly, trying to escape the conflagration.
(4) Harmful sulfuric gas saturated the air. (5) This
heavy gas was not buoyant, so it sank to the ground,
suffocating some and poisoning others.

Pliny the Elder had landed at a town twenty miles
away from the eruption, but even there, the lava rose so
high that it started to block doors. He escaped outside,
but, weakened by asthma, he collapsed and died.

Meanwhile, the horrors continued in the city of
Pompeii. (6) Meteorologists have found that volcanic
explosions sometimes cause earthquakes and tsunamis.
It is believed that this happened in Pompeii. As the land
was shocked by earthquakes, the sea was sucked back and
then hurled at the beaches, This even changed the course
of the Sarno River.

Pliny the Younger’s letters reveal that the disaster
spread even to where he was, a full seventy miles away.
He describes seeing people running from place to place,

calling out the names of missing relatives, trying to
recogniie their voices through the black clouds that
turned day into night. Some prayed for deliverance.
(7) Others, certain that the celestial powers had deserted
them, thought they were witnessing the end of the world.

Eighteen hours later, it was over. Pompeii, a city
of 20,000, was buried under twenty feet of rock and ash.
Thousands were interred within their city for centuries.

Although written accounts such as Pliny the
Younger’s survived, the location of Pompeii was lost
to history for many years. But in the 1800s, the city
was rediscovered during archaeological excavations.
Amazingl> the sudden lava flood had stopped life in its
tracks, preserving in stone loaves of bread baking and
people sleeping. (8) Roman murals and mosaic flooring
still decorated the walls; bronze jewelry, made from an
alloy of tin and copper, was found almost perfectly
preserved on some victims.

(9) Today, the dissection of the stone data continues
to reveal many scientific secrets. Geneticists are even
studying the DNA of Pompeii’s residents. (10) They
will distill this genetic information so they can learn
more about the traits of the ancient Romans. Still a site
of archaeological investigation, Pompeii is the most
complete record we have of life in ancient Roman times.

Each sentence below refers to a numbered sentence in the passage. Write the letter of

the choice that gives the sentence a meaning that is closest to the original sentence.

_______

1. Hot, thick ashes and large chunks of

______

lava blocked the harbor.

a. purified i. floating c. oozing d. hardened

______

2. Anything immediately went up in flames
a. floating b. able to burn c. highly purified d. in the sky

I
0

0
0
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S

______

3. People ran around wildly, trying to escape the

_____

a. huge fire b. metal mixture c. atmosphere

_______

4. Harmful sulfuric gas the air.
a. made solid b. cut apart c. filled d. floated

Sdence and Technology
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NAME DATE

_______

5. This heavy gas was not

______,so

it sank to the ground.
a. able to soak b. able to mix c. able to float

________

6. have found that volcanic explosions sometimes cause earthquakes
and tsunamis.
a. School teachers c. Those who float
b. Ancient Romans d. Those who study weather

________

7. Others, certain that the powers had deserted them, thought they were
witnessing the end of the world.
a. atmospheric b. heavenly c. exploding

______

8. Bronze jewelry, made from a(n)

_______

of tin and copper, was found on
some victims.
a. mixture b. melting c. cutting apart

_______

9. The

________

of the stone data continues to reveal many scientific secrets.
a. related to weather b. carved markings c. ability to float

They will

________

this genetic information so they can learn more about the
traits of the ancient Romans.
a. study b. set fire to c. solidify

Indicate whether the statements below are TRUE or FALSE according to the passage.

_______

1. The volcanic eruption happened so quickly that many people didn’t escape.

______

2. Pliny the Elder died in the lava flow that consumed Pompeii.

_______

3. All evidence of what life was lilce in Pompeii was destroyed by the volcanic eruption.

:zL1JL1SJhLflE;wT*ILUSHcJ;-
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Complete each sentence so that it shows the meaning of the italicized word.

I. An example of something combustible is

__________________________________________________

2. A buoyant object

Complete the sentence by writing the correct form of the word shown in
parentheses. You nay not need to change the form that is given.

_________________

1. Silver jewelry is often an

________

of silver and nickel. (alloy)

________________

2. To cultivate their famous tulips, the Dutch often use water that has been
from seawater. (distill)

Lrnen )9 2

d. able to burn

d. geological

d. artistic carving

d. detailed examination

_____

10.

d. condense
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3. Many schools offer students alternatives so that they do not have to

_______

frogs. (dissection)

4. The_ _ predicted that the hurricane wouldn’t hit our neighborhood until

the evening. (meteorology)

5. Many small children swim with vests that make them

_______

. (buoyancy)

6. Under certain conditions,_____ takes place spontaneously. (combustible)

7. The astronomer studied the

________

bodies through her telescope. (celestial)

8. Adding gelatin to sugary liquid causes it to

________

. (coagulate)

9. The flooding caused the complete

_______

of her basement carpet. (saturate)

10. Because of the flammable material used in the housing structures, the small fire

soon became a full-blown

_______

. (conflagration)

F IND:TIIt;EX:ArHPLE

Choose the answer that best describes the action or situation.

_______

1. Something that is coagulated
a. helium gas b. melted ice c. a blood clot d. a flowing river

2. Something that is combustible

a. steel beams b. gasoline C. jewelry d. seawater

_______

3. Something you would NOT be able to do if your bath towel were saturated

a. wash the dishes b. brush your teeth c. dry yourself off d. find a washcloth

4. The material NOT likely to be part of an alloy

a. zinc b. carbon c. tron d. chocolate

s. The most likely effect of a conflagration

a. hurricanes b. an earthquake c. ashes d. a volcanic eruption

______

6. A phenomenon that someone who studies meteorology might focus on

a. diseases f,. trees c. ocean life d. greenhouse effect

7. Something that is buoyant

a. inflated balloon b. metal hammer c. large stone d. bottleof nail polish

_______

An instrument you would use to best see a celestial object

a. microscope b. telescope c. prism d. magnifying glass

s. Something that can be distilled

a. rough stone b. metal c. crude oil d. oxygen

Ø. Someone whose job it is to dissect films
a. a TV actor b. a scientist c. a photographer d. a movie critic

2
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Unit 10 Nonfiction/

_________________

Fascinating Body Facts

The muscular system is one of 10 systems found in the human body. The other systems
are the nervous, skeletal, circulatory, respiratory, digestive, excretory, immune, endocrine,
and reproductive systems. About 660 muscles, most of them working in pairs, help to make
up the muscular system.

Some of the most active muscles in your body are
not the ones that help you walk or throw a ball.
They are nat the 42 muscles that you use to frown
or the 17 riiuscles you use to smile. Some of the
most active muscles are the eye muscles. These
muscles contract, tightening and becoming shorter,
about 100,000 times a day. These muscles are very
active when you are sleeping, because then your eye
muscles move around while you dream.

The human heart is a muscle that, along with your blood vessels and blood, makes up
the circulatory system. About the size of a fist, the heart acts like a powerful pump. Never
resting, it circulates blood throughout your body about three times every minute. An infant’s
heart beats on average about 130 times a minute. A mature adult’s heart beats on average
about 70 times per minute. (Contrast this to an elephant’s heart, which on average beats
only about 25 times a minute!)

Breathing involves the respiratory system. When one
breathes, the lungs take in oxygen from the air. Many
people think that we take in a breath every time our heart
beats. This is erroneous, as the number of breaths we
lake depends on our level of activity. A resting child may
take only 30 breaths a minute, but if he or she begins to
exercise strenuously, the figure may go up to 60.
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Unit 10 Fiction

____ ___

Body Math

“Are you ready for the first Body Math Tournament question?” Ms. Thundercloud queried
her students.

“Yes,” replied the excited students, answering in unison.

Ms. Thundercloud smiled, nodded approvingly at her class,
and then proceeded to ask the first question. ‘As you
mature:’ she said, “what body part decreases from 300 to 206
individual pieces ?“

First to raise her hand, Daphne answered, “Newborn babies
have 300 bones in their bodies, but as they grow, some of the
bones fuse together, and that’s why we end up with 94 fewer
bones than we started with.”

Ms. Thundercloud’s next query was, “What inside your body,
if laid out end-to-end, would measure more than 59,000 miles
(94,500 km)?”

Chung Sook was able to answer before anyone else. He
said, ‘All of our blood vessels, including the arteries that
carry oxygen-rich blood away from our hearts and our veins
that carry oxygen-depleted blood back to our hearts, if laid
out end-to-end would measure a distance more than twice
Earth’s circumference.”

“Correct,” Ms. Thundercloud told Chung Sook. “If all of our blood vessels were laid out
end-to-end, they could stretch more than twice around the Earth. Now, speaking of large
amounts, what do scientists estimate adults have 75 trillion of?”

Braden answered quickly, “Scientists estimate that adults have 75 trillion cells. Not all the
cells are the same. Blood cells, skin cells, and nerve cells are just a few examples of the
different types of cells that make up our body.”

“And which type of cell type is it,” asked Ms. Thundercloud, “that makes up a large part of
household dust?”

“Most of the dust is made up of flakes of dead skin” cried out Stephanie and Alan in unison,
“because the dead cells are constantly being worn away.”
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Un1O Questions
-. I

Show What You Know:
The following are questions based on the passages “Fascinating Body Facts” and “Body

Math.” If needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. In the story “Fascinating Body Facts,” the least amount of information was
provided on the

0 skeletal system.

© muscular system.

© respiratory system.

© circulatory system.

2. Which statement is true about the human body?

0 It has about 76 trillion cells.

® It has about 75 trillion skin cells.

© It has about 76 trillion blood vessel cells.

© It has about 75 trillion different cell types.

3. What do both stories have in common?

® queries about the body

© facts about the body’s circumference

© answers about the body’s most active system

© information about parts of the body’s systems

4. From the stories, one can tell that one’s

® heart is not part of the circulatory system.

© lungs are not part of the circulatory system.

© veins are not part of the circulatory system.

(53 arteries are not part of the circulatory system.

5. From the stories, one can tell that

® bodies do not change as they mature.

© one uses more muscles to frown than to smile.

© a breath is taken every time the heart contracts.

© some infant bones flake off as they are worn away.
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Unit 10 Questions
•,._1_’ —

Show What You Know(CQ

6. Write down the fact from the story “Fascinating Body Facts” that goes with each
number.

3

________________________

60

________________________

10

__________________________

70

__________________________

17

________________—_______

130

________—_____________

30

_______________________

660

_______________________

42

________________________

100,000

________________________

7. Fill in the chart with information from the story “Body Math:’

Question# 1 1 2 3 4

Answer I

WhoAnswered

Write three or four sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “Fascinating Body Facts”

9. “Body Math”

10. Use information from the story “Fascinating Body Facts” to add to the story
“Body Math:’ Your addition to the story should include two or more questions.
Remember to use quotation marks around direct quotes. (Use a separate piece of
paper Your writing should be a few paragraphs long.)
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Unit 15 Nonfiction

Missing for 28 Years

Guam, a U.S. territory, is a tropical island in the Pacific. Guam was taken over by the
Japanese during World War lit but American forces reclaimed it in 1945 towards the end
of the war. Instead of surrendering to the U.S. Army, some Japanese soldiers ran into the
surrounding jungle and hid. One of these soldiers was a man named ShoichiYokoi.

Yokoi survived for 28 years in the jungle. During all those long years, Yokoi’s family was
unaware that he was still alive. It wasn’t until January 24, 1972, that Yokoi was discovered
by two hunters who took him into custody. The hunters and everyone else who saw Yokoi
were impressed by his clothes, as the fabric was made from beaten and woven plant fibers.

Once released and back in Japan, Yokoi told reporters that obtaining food was “a continuous
hardship.’ He survived by eating mangoes, coconuts, and other jungle fruits, snails, eels,
prawns, birds, and rats. He fashioned traps that he baited with grated coconut. Yokoi said
that although he liked rat meat, especially the liver, he could not be concerned with taste. In
order to survive, he had to eat everything he could catch.

Yokoi’s shelter was a cave that he had dug completely by hand with a tiny trowel fashioned
from an old cannon shell. While digging, Yokol scattered the excavated soil, handful by
handful, in a grassy area so that no one would notice it. The entrance to the cave was small
and well camouflaged. It tunneled down about nine feet (3 m) before opening out (Yokoi
used a bamboo ladder to get to the bottom). Yokoi could only squat in the cave, as the
ceiling was low, and it was pitch-black, but Yokoi had devised a lantern that burned oil from
a coconut shell.
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Unit 15 ; Fiction

Jungle Friend

___________

“Mom, is this shovel being thrown away’?’

“Yes, dear,” Lily’s mother responded. “It’s being discarded because its handle is cracked.”

‘Can Sergeant Fujikawa have it then?’ Lily asked.

At this simple question, Lily’s siblings Mail and Eliza burst out laughing. “Here we go again,”
they snorted gleefully. “Lily’s going to tell us that her imaginary jungle friend is going to
fashion it into some type of life-saving tool. Maybe he’ll be digging a swimming pool now
that his cave is finished.”

As Lily’s mother admonished her two eldest children to stop teasing their youngest sibling,
she had to work at not showing her own amusement. Lily had been adamant for years that
her imaginary friend was real, and she was always coming home with stories about how
creative and ingenious her friend was at finding nourishment. Lily had first mentioned her
imaginary friend, whom she referred to as Sergeant Fujikawa, soon after the family had
moved to Guam because of Lily’s father’s job in the armed services.

Over the years, even as the teasing by Matt and
Eliza became more merciless, Lily not only stuck
with her story, but she elaborated on it. She would
tell of visiting Sergeant Fujikawa’s cave and how
he continued to dig it out handful by handful. “He
can’t stand up in it,’ Lily would explain, “but he
can stretch out when he lies down, and there’s a
ventilation hole in it so he doesn’t have to worry
about suffocating.”

At first Lily’s parents were really worried about her
stories. Lily’s father would say gently, ‘You know
darling, the war ended nearly 20 years ago.” Lily’s
parents had even spoken to their family doctor
about Lily’s stories, but she had reassured them
that for many children, imaginary friends are a
normal part of childhood.

o
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Unit 15 3 3 Questions

Show What You Know
The following are questions based on the passages “Missing for 28 Years” and

“Jungle Friend.” If needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. Most likely Vokoi

0 camouflaged the ladder with coconut.

© was impressed by the ladder he used.

© fashioned the tunnel ladder himself.

© wove the ladder with beaten plant fibers.

2. When Lily’s mother admonished Lily’s siblings, she

® amused them.

© teased them.

© scolded them.

© discarded them.

3. Both stories are about

® people who surrendered.

© people who survived in the jungle.

© people who lived in imaginary caves.

© people who especially liked rat livers.

4. One ingenious thing Yokoi did was

AJ make clothes from plant fibers.

© remain in custody for 28 years.

© eat mangoes and other jungle fruits.

© not let his family know he was alive.

5. If Lily had brought food to Vokoi, most likely Yokoi

0 would have discarded it.

© would not have eaten it near his cave.

© would have eaten it with grated coconut.

© would not have been concerned with the taste.
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Unitl5

-

Questions

Show What You Know(COflt.)

6. Fill in the blanks.

Thdays date:

What date you might reappear if you were away as long as Yokoi:

7 Jot down a few words that describe how each character from “Jungle Friend” feels

about Sergeant Fujikawa and a word or phrase from the story that supports your

answer.

Write

8.

Lily:

9. “Jungle Friend”

10. Decide if you think Lily’s friend is imaginary or not. Write one or two paragraphs

where you defend your answer. Use information from both stories in your answer.

(Use a separate piece of pap& Your writing should be a few paragraphs long.)

Lllys parents:

Lilys siblings:

Lily’s doctor:

three or four sentences that tell what each story is about.

“Missing for 28 Years”
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Unit 16 1 Nonfiction

State Quarters

Since 1999, the U.S. Mint has issued five quarters a year, with a 10-week interval
between each coin. Each quarter commemorates one of the 50 United States. The
quarters are issued in the order that the states loined the Union. Delaware was first,
and Hawaii was last.

The quarters are only issued once, but the number of quarters minted each year is not the
same. The number minted is not determined by a state’s population. It is not determined
by the popularity of the quarter design. The number minted is reflective of the national
economy’s need for quarters at the time the coin is issued. For example, 1.5 bilUon Virginia
quarters were minted in 2000, whereas a mere 448.8 million Maine quarters were minted
in 2003.

One of the design rules was that “no portrait of a living person may be included in the
design of any quarter dollar.” Some wonder if Ohio’s quarter design is breaking a federal
law. Ohio’s quarter depicts an astronaut superimposed on the outline of the state and
standing alongside the Wright brothers’ famed flyer. The phrase “Birthplace of Aviation
Pioneers’ is also on the coin. One would think that the astronaut would be John Glenn
or Neil Armstrong. Glenn and Armstrong were both space pioneers. Glenn was the first
American to be put into orbital spaceflight, and Armstrong was the first man to walk on the
moon. Both men were born in Ohio, and they both attended—while alive, of course—the
official launch of the state quarter.

Design rules also stated that suitable subject matter included “state landmarks (natural
and man-made), landscapes...” New Hampshire’s quarter depicts a distinctive granite rock
formation known as the “Old Man of the Mountain.” Less than three years after the quarter
was issued, the age-old rock formation collapsed!
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-____

— J —__Fiction

State Quarter Trivia Quiz

“It’s Trivia Quiz Day,” Mr. Holl told his history class, “with today’s subject being state quarters.

The definition of trivia is ‘small, unimportant matters: Although trivial facts may seem trifling

and unimportant, they can be interesting and help us learn. Who knows which state quarter

depicts a diamond?”

Kamala answered, “Arkansas’s quarter depicts a diamond. Arkansas has the only state

park where visitors can prospect for diamonds and keep what they find. Since the park was

opened in 1972, prospectors have found over 25,000 diamonds. One of the diamonds sold

for $34,000 dollars!”

“Your answer is a real gem,” Mr. Holt told Kamala. “Not only is it correct, but it’s filled with

interesting trivia. Now, who knows which state quarter depicts a fruit that isn’t native to the

state?”

Roberto answered, “The fruit is a peach, and the state is Georgia. Peaches can be dated

back to 5th century B.C.E. China, but their start in Georgia began approximately in 1571.

This was when Franciscan monks introduced the fruit, along with artichokes, citrus, figs,

olives, and onions, at Spain’s coastal missions running through the coastal islands?’

“A real peach of an answer,” Mr. Holt told Roberto. “Now, who knows which state quarter

has raised Braille dots?”

“Alabama!” cried out Sabrina. “Alabama’s quarter depicts Helen Keller, a woman who,

despite being both blind and deaf, learned to communicate by reading signs spelled into her

hand, as well as by Braille. When Keller graduated from Radcliffe College in 1904, she was

the first deal-blind person to ever earn a university degree?’

“More than just Keller’s head or bust is
depicted because the rules say that ‘no
head and shoulders portrait or bust of
any person, living or dead’ can be part
of the design;’ Kevin added.

‘A complete and well-communicated
answer!” laughed Mr. Holt.
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-— Unit 16 Questions

ShowWhatYou Know
The following are questions based on the passages “State Quarters” and “State Quarter

Trivia Quiz.” If needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. The number of quarters minted is reflective

® of the national economy.

© of the state’s population.

© of the popularity of the design.

© of the order in which the state joined the Union.

2. What food was not introduced by monks?

® figs

© onions

© olives

© squash

3. What do both stories have in common?

® information about fruit on state quarters

© information about landmarks on state quarters

© information about rules for state-quarter designs

© information about the minting order for state quarters

4. What could not be part of a state quarter design?

(AJ a printed word

© a racecar and a racetrack

© a bust of an early president

© a landscape with a living tree

5. One cannot tell from the stories

0 if any quarter has a state outline on it.

® if more Alabama than Maine quarters were minted.

© if Helen Keller was able to earn her university degree.

© if one could prospect for diamonds after 1972 in Arkansas.
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Unit I Questions

Show What You KnOW(COflt)

6. Write down five facts about the ItS. Mint state quarter program.

a.

_____ ____________________ _________ ________ ___________________

b.

C.

d.

e.

________________________________________ ______________________________

7 Keep it straight! Fill in the chart with the names of each student, what question
they answered, and the correct state answer.

Name Quest/on State

Write three or four sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “State Quarters”

9. “State Quarter Trivia Quiz”

10. Decide if you think Ohio broke the rules with its quarter design. Describe the
design, which rule it might have broken, and your reasoning behind your answer.
Remember that if you state the rule exactly as written, it must be in quotation
marks. (Use a separate piece of paper Your writing should be a few paragraphs long.)
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